A-024 Louisiana Tech University, College of Engineering, Department of Electrical Engineering Collection, 1956 - 1970

University Archives and Special Collections, Prescott Memorial Library, Louisiana Tech University
A-024 LOUISIANA TECH UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING,
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COLLECTION, 1956-1970s.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Photographs of Department of Electrical Engineering faculty, staff, students and facilities; photographs of Louisiana Tech buildings; photographs of Instrumentational Conference at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, 1956; manuals and materials related to the LPG-30 computer, 1959-1967. 2 boxes.

BOX FOLDER DESCRIPTION

001  001-011 Photos:

Department of Electrical Engineering faculty, staff, students and facilities.
Buildings on campus of Louisiana Tech University (no date).
Instrumentational Conference held at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, 1956-exhibits and participants.


043-054 Louisiana Tech Engineer (with gaps)
043  1952 and 1976
044  Fall and Winter 1982
045  Spring and Fall 1983
046  Winter I 1983
047  Winter 1983
048  Fall 1984
049  Fall 1985
050  Winter 1985-1986
051  Fall 1996 and Spring 1987
052-054 No date